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Abstract 

In the study of Igbo language, earlier attention was paid to collection of words 
and proverbs yet the growth of the Igbo grammar was not with spread as 
attention was diverted to the Igbo orthography controversy which lasted for 
years but later settled in 1961. The study here is on determining the constituents 
of Igbo sentence. Here sample tests were made. They attempted the test for noun 
phrase and verb phrase and the two have been postulated as basic constituents of 
Igbo sentence. 

  
The soul of any language is its grammar. It is grammar that stipulates the rules guiding the formation of 
words and construction of sentences in a language. Akinsola (2000) and Cayne  (1988) are of the 
agreement that grammar is the science dealing with the systematic riles of a language, its forms, 
inflections and syntax and the art of using them. From the above definition grammar is seen as scientific 
study that covers morphology (form and inflections) and syntax. 
 

According to Yerkes (1994), grammar is the study of the system underlying the formal feature of 
a language such as the sound morphemes, words or sentences. It is a theory specifying the manner in 
which all sentences of a language are constructed. Hence grammar covers phonology, morphology 
(morphemes and words) and syntax (sentences). It is important to note that knowledge of grammar is the 
central area of the language system. 
 

The study and write up in Igbo were on grammar but the attention later diverted more on Igbo 
literature. In most languages, more people pay attention to literature than grammar. Neglect of grammar 
of a language does not help the growth of any language. Syntax of Igbo can be seen as the less studied 
among the other aspects of grammar. This paper examines the structure of Igbo sentences. Many have 
written on Igbo sentence especially on sentence types. This paper will concentrate on determining 
constituents of a sentence.  
 
Testing the Constituents 

In determining the constituents of a sentence, one doesn’t have to rely wholly on intuition. 
However, an intuitive feeling for constituent structure often emerges upon the consideration of surface 
structures. When one thinks about a sentence like Nwata ahu menyere onwe ya ujo. 

 
 (The boy frightened himself) intuitively, one might say that ‘nwata ahu’ (the boy) is constituent, a 
natural unit, and that “menyere onwe ya ujo” (frightened himself) is also a constituent. In Igbo intuitions 
concerning surface structure are not reliable. 
 
 Considering that transformation deletes constituent and moves them around in sentences they will 
consider the use of certain syntactic tests as a more satisfactory procedure for the isolation and 
identification of constituents. Having said this, one can say that observation of the effect of certain 
transformation often helps in identification of a constituent. 
 
 In spite of the reliability of the syntactic tests, evidence for the constituent status of most strings is 
very scanty. Moreover, the constituents which are consistently isolated by syntactic tests are, in many 
cases constituents of the surface structure. This, at least for the present, is not possible to specify the 
constituents of deep structure with certainty. 
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 For heuristic purpose, it will be assumed that the deep structure of the sentence consist of three 
basic constituents: noun phrase (NP;) auxiliaries (AUXs) and verb phrase (VP’s) (Roderick and 
Rosenbanum, 1968). There is more syntactic evidence for the existence of noun phrase. Less compelling 
are the facts which suggests the existence of verb phrases and the auxilarlies. They all are still considered 
in discussing and analyzing a number of syntactic phenomena. 
 
The Noun Phrase 

Crystal (1991) stated that phrase is a term used in a grammatical analysis to refer to a single 
element of structure typically containing more than one word and lacking the subject predicate structure 
typical to clauses. Traditionally, it is seen as part of a structurally hierarchy, falling between clauses and 
word, several types being distinguished, for examples, adverb phrase, adjectival phrase and so on. 

 
 In modern linguistics, the term phrase refers to any component part of a sentence which could be 
a word.  
 
Test for Noun Phrase  

Roderick and Rosenbaum (1968) observed that one of the most important tests for the string types 
referred to as noun phrase is the ‘passive test’. Let us consider the following active and passive sentences. 

 
 ‘Mkpotu ugboala ahu kpasuru nwoke ahu iwe’ 
 (The noise of the car annoyed the man) 
 ‘Ihe kpasuru nwoke ahu iwe bu mkpotu ugboala ahu’ 
 (What annoyed the man is the noise of the car.) 
 

Noun phrase are the constituent inverted by the passive transformation. They can as well use 
passive test to demonstrate that a group of words is not a noun phrase. For example ‘Kpasuru nwoke ahu 
iwe’ (annoyed the man) is not a noun phrase in the first sentence above. This is so because if they turn it 
the other way round it will be meaningless. Consider ugboala ahu’ (annoyed the man is the noise of the 
car). The string is not grammatical for this they can say that ‘kpasuru nwoke ahu iwe’ (annoyed the man) 
is not a noun phrase. 
Reflexive: Another test of the noun phrase is the reflexive. They can only apply reflexive transformation 
only to noun phrases. Let us consider the following example: 
 Onye agha ahu ghuru onwe ya’ 
 (The warrior killed himself) 
 

‘Onye agha ahu’ (the warrior) is a noun phrase is the sentence. This is because, the reflexive 
transformation normally applies where a noun phrase is identical to another one. 
 
Cleft Sentence Transformation 
 Another test is the cleft sentence transformation. It is a complex transformation. Let’s consider 
this sentence: 
 Oria na ebute onwu 
 (Sickness causes death) 

The above sentence has two synonymous cleft sentences. 
(i) ‘Ihe oria na – ebute bu onwu 

(What sickness causes is death) 
(ii)  ‘Ihe na – ebute onwu bu oria 

(What causes death is sickness) 
Noun phrase always appears immediately by the right of any form of “bu” (‘be) in a cleft sentence. 
The following steps can stimulate transformational process: 
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1) Place ‘Ihe (what) at the beginning of the string. 
2) Place the appropriate form of ‘bu’ (be’) at the end of the string. 
3) Select the word or group of words to be tested and transposed to the end of the string 

When the above steps are taken, the result is grammatical sentence, then the word or group of words 
is likely to be a noun phrase. 
Let us apply this test to the following sentences: 
Oke ahu chabara n’ ime ofe 
(The rat jumped into the soup) 

 
If they take the first step it would be: 

 Ihe oke ahu chabara n’ ime ofe’ 
(What the rat jumped into the soup) 
They can see that the above string is not grammatical both in Igbo and in English languages. 
The second step changes it to: 
 (What the rat jumped into the soup is) 
For the third step test of ‘oke ahu’ (the rat) n’ ime ofe ahu (into the soup) and ‘ofeahu’ (the soup) They 
would generate respectively ‘Ihe chabara n’ ime ofe ahu bu oke’ 
(What jumped into the soup was the rat) 
‘Ihe oke ahu chabara n’ime ofe’ 
(What the rat jumped was into the soup) 
Ihe oke ahu chabara n’ime buofe 
(What the rat jumped into was the soup) 
They can see that [‘oke ahu; the rat]; ofe ahu’ (the soup) are noun phrases whereas ‘n’ime ofe’ (into the 
soup) is not a noun phrase in Igbo. 
It is important to note that this test cannot work when the noun phrase contains only a noun like “Obi” 
mmaduo (someone), onyeuweojiahukpuokpu or pronoun like o/o, (he) ha (they) anyi (we). All refer to 
human. 
 
Inspite that cleft sentence test is not productive in all cases, it can be extremely useful. 
 
The Verb Phrase 
 Verb phrase is very important in sentence. It is the verb phrase that brings out the message in a 
sentence. Emenanjo (1987) identified that in its underlying structure, Igbo verb is made up of three 
mutually obligatory and complimentary elements. He simply diagrammed the underlying structure as 
follows V CP BCN where       V = Verb Proper 
     CP= Compliment 
     BCN = Bound Cognate Noun 
Another constituent of a sentence is the verb phrase which contains the main verb of a sentence. Let us 
consider this sentence: 
 Uche na agba egwu 
 The string ‘agba egwu’ is a verb phrase 
 The notion of verb phrase is illusive and there are few syntactic facts which suggest its existence. 
 There are certain transformation phenomena which indicate that strings such as “agba egwu” in 
the sentence above function as a constituents. 
 
Identical Verb Phrase Deletion Transformation 
 One of the tests involves what is called identical phrase deletion transformation. 
 In Igbo language, this transformation deletes the second verb phrase in each of the following 
sentences since the verb phrases are identical. In other words it is deletion of repeated verb phrase. 
Consider the following: 
 ‘Uche ghara oso dika nne ya ghara oso’ 
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 ‘Ngozi luru di dika nne ya nwanne luru di’ 
 A suspected verb phrase may be put in a string in which it can be deleted by the identical verb 
phrase deletion transformation. Consider this example. If you think that “gburu ewu’ is a verb phrase, put 
it in a sentence from which it may be deleted: 
 Obi gburu ewu dike nna ya gburu ewu 
 The parentless denotes optionality of occurrence – in other words ‘gburu ewu’ is a verb phrase. 
 One of the factors which limits the value of the identical verb phrase deletion test is that it isolates 
surface structure constituent. 
 
Conclusions  
 Noun phrase and verb phrase have been postulated as the basic constituents of Igbo sentences. 
Various transformational tests have been shown to isolate, these constituents in surface structures and in 
deep structures. The tests which are apparently relevant to the discovery of deep structure noun phrases 
are the passive, the reflective and the cleft sentence tests. The interrogative test reveals surface structure 
noun phrases. 
 
 Finally, certain Igbo verb phrases are often discovered through use of identical verb deletion test. 
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